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Abstract
Loop checking mechanisms are used to detect and prune innite SLD derivations, through run
time checks which are introduced in logic program interpreters. Simple loop checks, i.e. checks
which do not depend on the specic logic program, have been widely studied in literature. Since
no sound and complete loop check exists even in the case of function-free programs, several
subclasses have been characterized for which sound and complete loop checks can be determined.
In this paper a theoretical framework for analysing properties of loop check mechanisms for
logic programs is proposed, which exploits general mathematical results about well-quasi-ordered
(wqo) sets. In a way, the method can be viewed as a counterpart of well known techniques based
on well-founded partial-ordering, used in termination proofs for rewriting systems and for logic
programs. The main results are obtained on the basis of a combinatorial analysis of properties
of wqo sets of goals. As shown in the paper, subclasses of programs, for which sound and
complete simple loop checks exist, can be easily framed in the wqo approach. Reasons for the
dierent behaviours of subsumption loop checks based on list and multiset goal comparisons are
also plainly highlighted. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Methods to determine all the answers for Logic Programs are widely addressed in
literature. Several approaches can be considered and a lot of dierent techniques have
been developed and implemented. The problem of determining all possible answers is
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undecidable for the whole class of Logic Programs, so that research in the eld aims
to characterize suitable sub-classes of logic programs, for which the computation can
be reduced to a nite search space.
A general classication in two main trends can be done. The rst one is based on
the exploitation of suitable types of run-time checks, while the second one corresponds
to a static analysis approach. In other words, following the rst approach we can try to
characterize sub-classes of Logic Programs, for which run-time checks exist that allow
us to avoid duplicated calculations and possibly to decide the completeness of the set
of already established answers. Alternatively, we can try to determine sub-classes of
Logic Programs for which termination of SLD resolution procedure can be proved a
priori, either with respect to the specic types of goals and=or selection rules or without
any restriction.
In the static analysis approach to termination of logic programs, a classical method
is often exploited which has also been usefully applied in termination proofs for rewrit-
ing systems [16]. Given a class of logic programs, a function is introduced from re-
solvents of all possible SLD derivations into a suitable well-founded partial-ordered
set [2, 3, 8, 27]. The function must be such that, given any SLD derivation, the se-
quence of resolvents corresponds to a strictly decreasing sequence of elements in
the partial-ordered set. This way, termination for the considered class of programs
is guaranteed, since the ordering is well-founded. In [37] a method is provided, that
is based on a concept of the so-called U-graph, where a graphical representation
of possible loops is used. This method, which calls for the use of pre- and post-
conditions that are associated with the nodes of the U-graph, is similar to the one
usually adopted in imperative programming. In [12] the method is rened by ex-
ploiting ordering functions that are called level mappings. The concept of rigidity
is introduced to identify the terms whose level mapping is invariant under substitu-
tion.
Run time checks are usually based on subsumption checks, which aim to recognize
that new generated single atoms or whole goals are actually less general than previ-
ously derived ones. Subsumption checks at atom level are extensively applied in the
eld of Deductive Data Bases, where function-free logic programs are exploited. It
is intuitive that the determination of the whole set of answers for function-free pro-
grams is a decidable problem, because in this case the Herbrand Universe is nite.
As a matter of fact, several complete techniques have been proposed and implemented
[31]. Magic-sets [5, 6] and Alexander Method [32] can be seen as bottom-up proce-
dures, while Lemma Resolution [35], Memoing [17] and Tabulation [34] are usually
described as top-down ones (see also the survey [38]). In the case of bottom-up pro-
cedures, newly derived atoms are discarded by subsumption checks whenever they are
less general than previously derived ones. For top-down techniques, the admissibility
check compares any new selected atoms with all the atoms already present in the ac-
tual SLD resolution tree. Relations between bottom-up and top-down methods have
been analysed in literature [14, 30, 38] with attention to the role of subsumption checks
[4, 33].
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The idea of run-time checks as a tool for detecting innite derivation paths is ap-
plied in a fully direct form in a group of methods, that are usually named Loop
Checking Mechanism for Logic Programs. Run-time checks are introduced in SLD
resolution, in order to compare goals for discovering suitable kinds of subsumption re-
lations [7, 13, 15, 20, 26, 29]. With loop checking, any new generated goal is compared
only with goals in the actual SLD derivation path, rather than goals in the whole SLD
tree, as it happens for atoms in tabulation top-down method for deductive data bases
[36].
A systematic analysis of loop check methods is developed in [9], where several kinds
of loop checks are considered and formal denitions are given for the main properties
a loop check can exhibit. The most important are soundness and completeness, which
ensure no loss of solutions and reduces the search space to a nite one, respectively.
In particular the denition of simple loop-check is introduced, as any loop check which
acts independently from the particular Logic Program. Several classes of function free
programs, for which complete simple loop checks exist are characterized, while the
non-existence of a simple loop check which is sound and complete for the whole
class of function free programs is proved. Loop checking mechanisms are applied to
partial deduction [25] in [11]. In [19], loop check mechanisms are combined with a
variant of SLD resolution (RSLD), which allows us to perform systematic elimination
of redundant atoms in the resolvents. The main result is that, if RSLD is exploited,
the loop check based on equality of goal becomes complete for classes which need
more complex checks when usual SLD resolution is used. In this sense, the result
shows a type of interesting synergy between loop check mechanisms and redundancy
elimination from resolvents.
In this paper a general methodology, based on classical mathematical results about
well-quasi-ordered sets [22, 28], is introduced and applied to loop checking mecha-
nisms. Such a methodology can be seen, in some sense, as the counterpart of methods
applied in termination proofs, where well-founded partial-orderings are exploited. The
approach is suggested by the observation that, in general, a loop checking criterion
induces by denition a quasi-ordering (i.e. a reexive and transitive relation) between
goals. The key point of the methodology can be sketched as follows. As shown in the
sequel, if a loop check criterion corresponds to a well-quasi-ordering (wqo) relation on
the set of resolvents generated during an innite SLD derivation, then the derivation
is pruned. This result allows us to show the completeness of a given loop check by
proving the wqo nature of the relation between goals, which is induced by the exploited
loop check criterion.
Anyhow, in general, the quasi-ordering induced by a loop check criterion is not a
wqo. The results presented in the paper show that suitable structural properties of sets
of goals can be found, which are sucient conditions to ensure wqo, in the case of
loop checks based on subsumption of resolvents. The idea behind the wqo character-
ising properties is suggested by the observation that growing chains of atoms sharing
common variables in the resolvents of innite SLD derivations often make it impos-
sible to prune the derivations by means of a simple and sound loop check [9]. Thus,
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a classication of the variables as multiple atom variable (mav) and dierent atom
variable (dav) is introduced, on the basis of how they occur in the atoms of a given
goal. In particular, a variable is mav if it occurs in at least two atoms of the goal.
A variable is dav if it occurs in at least two dierent atoms of a goal (recall that
multiple occurrences of equal atoms are possible). By combinatorial analysis, it is
shown that restrictions, on the number of mav=dav in a set of goals, provide sucient
conditions to ensure wqo property for quasi-orderings induced by loop check criteria.
In particular, it is possible to prove that, if the set of resolvents of an innite SLD
derivation is bounded in the number of mav=dav, then loop check mechanisms are
complete.
The obtained results also allow us to highlight some aspects of dierent behaviours
of subsumption loop checks based on list comparison of goals with respect to multiset
based ones. In [9] the corresponding denitions are given and the dierence is shown
by examples. In this paper, reasons of the dierent performance are identied. To this
end, any goal G will be viewed as decomposed in sub-lists named sections, which are
dened in order to constitute the nest partition of G in sub-lists with no common vari-
able. Then, completeness results are proved for list based loop checks when limitations
are imposed on the number of mav’s at goal level, i.e. with respect to whole goals.
On the other hand, for the completeness of multiset based loop checks a weaker
condition is sucient, that is the limitation of the number of dav’s with respect to
sections of goals. We also show that all classes of logic programs, for which com-
pleteness of loop checks has been proved in [9, 23] satisfy mav-limitation at goal
level, while other classes introduced in [18, 19] exhibit dav-limitation at goal section
level.
In Sections 2{4 preliminary denitions are introduced. Section 5 introduces the clas-
sication of goal variables (mav=dav variables) which is the basis for sucient condi-
tions for wqo on sets of goal. Specic results about wqo properties for sets of goals
are proved in Sections 7 and 8, where a useful goal representation (pattern) is ex-
ploited which is introduced in Section 6. In Section 9 the main result of the paper
is proved, which provides proofs of completeness of subsumption loop checks with
respect to possible limitations of mav=dav variable number. Section 10 reconsiders
several classes of logic programs, for which complete loop checks exist, in the light of
the proposed wqo approach. Finally the possible application of the method to programs
with function symbols is taken into account, and a suitable class of such programs is
identied.
2. Goals and -goals
In the sequel, we shall consider logic programs without function symbols, i.e.
function-free programs. In this section some denitions about the goals are recalled
[1, 24], then the idea of -goal is introduced, which will be quite useful to organize
and simplify the proof of several properties and theorems.
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Denition 2.1. A goal G is a sequence hA1; A2; : : : ; Aki of atoms. If G is a goal, we
denote with G[i] the ith component of G, i.e. G[i] =Ai, 16i6k.
Two goals can be compared with respect to inclusion relations. If goals are regarded
as lists, both the number and the order of the occurrences of atoms in goals are
important. On the other hand, if goals are regarded as multisets the order of atom
occurrences is unimportant. The following denitions formalize these concepts. It is
evident that the inclusion as list is more restrictive than the one as multiset.
Denition 2.2 (sublist relation for goals). Given two goals
G= hA1; : : : ; Aki and F = hB1; : : : ; Bhi;
we say that G is a sublist of F and denote with GL F if:
9 one-to-one order preserving mapping of [1::k] into [1::h] such that
8i with 16i6k; Ai=B(i):
Atoms can be repeated in a goal. The idea of -goal simply corresponds to a rep-
resentation of goals, where several consecutive occurrences of the same atom can be
summarized in a couple of the form [A; n]. In other words, a couple like [A; n], where
A is an atom and n is a natural number, stands for n consecutive occurrences of the
atom A.
Denition 2.3. A -goal G is a sequence of couples of the form:
h[A1; n1]; [A2; n2]; : : : ; [Ak; nk ]i;
where Aj is an atom and nj is a natural number greater than 0; 16j6k. If G is a
-goal, we denote with G[i] the ith component of G, i.e. G[i] = [Ai; ni].
The relation L can be reformulated as follows for -goals.
Denition 2.4. Given two couples of the form [A; n] and [B;m] we write:
[A; n]6[B;m] i A=B; n6m:
Denition 2.5 (sublist relation for -goals). Given two -goals
G= h[A1; n1]; [A2; n2]; : : : ; [Ak; nk ]i;
F= h[B1; m1]; [B2; m2]; : : : ; [Bh; mh]i;
we write GL F to denote that
9 one-to-one order preserving mapping of [1::k] into [1::h] such that
8i with 16i6k; [Ai; ni]6[B(i); m(i)]:
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The following denitions can be referred to goals as well as to -goals, provided that
the relation L is interpreted in agreement with Denitions 2.2 or 2.5, respectively. We
use the notation \goals=-goals" to denote that a denition can be read w.r.t. goals as
well -goals, respectively. We will frequently use this kind of notations in the sequel
of the paper, in order to avoid separated formulations of very similar denitions and
results.
Denition 2.6 (sub multiset relations). Given two goals=-goals G and F , we write
GM F if:
9G0 permutation of G :G0L F:
A relations vL=M is dened below to combine the ideas of sublist and sub multiset
with the one of variant [1, 24]. Given two goals G and F , we have that GvL=M F
(read as G is subsumed by F) if a variant G0 of G exists with G0L=M F . The
vL=M relation can be immediately applied also to -goals. Indeed, given a -goal
G= h[A1; n1]; [A2; n2]; : : : ; [Ak; nk ]i and a substitution , it is straightforward to consider
G= h[A1; n1]; [A2; n2]; : : : ; [Ak; nk ]i. Formally we give the following denition.
Denition 2.7 (subsume relations). Given two goals=-goals G and F , we say that
GvL=M F i (9 renaming: GL=M F):
In general, several -goals can be associated to a given goal G. In the sequel of the
paper we consider two particular -goals, denoted by GM and GL, which are dened
as follows:
Denition 2.8. Let be G= hA1; : : : ; Aki a goal:
(i) GL denotes the -goal such that GL[i] = [Ai; 1]; 16i6k.
(ii) GM denotes the -goal such that GM [j] = [Aj; nj]; 16j6h; h6k, where A1; : : : ; Ah
are all the dierent atoms in G, in the same order of their rst occurrences, and
nj are the corresponding number of occurrences in G.
In order to obtain GM , dierent occurrences of equal atoms of G are grouped
close to their rst occurrence, so that each group can be represented by a single
couple in G. For example, if G= hp(x); q(x; y); p(x); q(x; y); r(z); q(x; y)i, we have
GM = h[p(x); 2]; [q(x; y); 3]; [r(z); 1]i. No grouping of atoms takes place in GL. The
following property obviously holds:
Property 2.1. Given two goals G and F
GM L FM ) GM F:
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3. Loop checks on goals and resultants
In [9] a systematic study of the loop checking mechanism is presented. All dened
loop checks are simple, i.e., they do not depend on the program to be considered.
Following [9], let us recall some basic denitions.
Denition 3.1. Given a set L of SLD-derivations, let us dene:
Remsub(L)= fD2L jL does not contain any proper subderivation of Dg:
We say that L is subderivation free if L=RemSub(L).
Without loss of generality, we suppose that SLD derivations in the sequel of the
paper use idempotent and then relevant mgu’s only, i.e., mgu’s with domains and
ranges containing only variables of the unied atoms [1]. As usual, in the following
denition, by a variant of a derivation D we mean a derivation D0 where, in every
derivation step, atoms in the same positions are selected and the same program clauses
are used. The derivation D0 may dier from D in the renaming that is applied to the
program clauses for standardization apart and in the used mgu’s.
Denition 3.2. A simple loop check is a computable set L of nite SLD-derivations,
such that L is subderivation free and closed under variants.
Denition 3.3. Let L be a loop check. An SLD derivation D is pruned by L, if L
contains a subderivation D0 of D.
The purpose of a loop check is to reduce the search space for top-down interpreters,
usually in order to prune innite derivations, without losing individual solutions. Ob-
viously we are in presence of antagonistic purposes, since the will of enhancing the
pruning capability might lead to cut successful derivations too. The following deni-
tions formalize these concepts. The symbol fL(T ) denotes the tree obtained by pruning
an SLD-tree T in agreement with a given loop check L.
Denition 3.4 (soundness). (i) A loop check L is weakly-sound if for every program
P, goal G, and SLD-tree T of P [fGg we have: if T contains a successful branch,
then fL(T ) contains a successful branch.
(ii) A loop check L is shortening if for every program P, goal G, and SLD-tree
T of P [fGg we have: if T contains a successful branch D with a computed answer
G, then either fL(T ) contains D, or fL(T ) contains a successful branch D0 with a
computed answer substitution 0 such that G0 is more general than G and jD0j6jDj.
Denition 3.5 (completeness). A loop check L is complete w.r.t. a selection rule SR
for a class of program C, if for every program P in C and goal G, every innite
SLD-derivation of P [fGg via SR is pruned by L.
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Dierent types of loop checks are characterized by the diverse criteria which are
exploited to compare elements of a derivation, in order to recognize loops in the
SLD process. In the sequel, we consider comparisons of goals and resultants. Given a
derivation D=G0)C1 ; 1G1) : : : Gk−1)Ck ;kGk) : : : ; the corresponding sequence of
resultants is dened as follows [25]:
G0 G0; G01 G1; : : : ; G01 : : : k Gk; : : :
In particular, we will refer to the following types of loop checks:
Denition 3.6 (subsumption checks based on goals). The List=Multiset Subsumes
Variant of Goals check is the set of SLD-derivations:
SVGL=M =RemSub(fD jD=(G0) C1 ; 1G1) : : : Gk−1) Ck ; kGk)
such that for some i; 06i<k; there is a renaming  with
GiL=M Gkg):
Denition 3.7 (subsumption checks based on resultants). The List=Multiset Sub-
sumes Variant of Resultant check is the set of SLD-derivations:
SVRL=M =RemSub(fD jD=(G0) C1 ; 1G1) : : : Gk−1) Ck ; kGk)
such that for some i; 06i<k; there is a renaming  with
(i) GiL=M Gk ;
(ii) G012 : : : k =G012 : : : ig):
Similar denitions for loop checks based on equality as list=multiset (EVGL=M and
EVRL=M ) instead of L=M are given in [9], where several results concerning soundness
of loop checks are proved. In particular, it is shown that all subsumption checks based
on goals=resultants are weakly-sound=shortening.
If every loop, that is detected by a loop check L2, is also detected at the same
derivation step or earlier by another loop check L1, then L1 is said to be stronger than
L2. As an example, it is easily seen that goal based loop checks are stronger than the
corresponding ones based on resultants. It is intuitive that, if L1 is stronger than L2,
the following two implications hold [9]:
(i) if L1 is weakly-sound=shortening, then L2 is weakly-sound=shortening.
(ii) if L2 is complete, then L1 is complete.
However, regarding subsumption loop checks for function free programs, it is worth
stressing that the vice versa of the statement ii) can be proved. In fact, the following
Theorem 3.1 shows that completeness results for the stronger loop check SVGL=M holds
for the weaker SVRL=M , too.
Theorem 3.1. If SVGL=M is complete for a class C of function free logic programs
with respect to a selection rule SR; then SVRL=M is also complete for the same class
with respect to the same selection rule.
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Proof. Let us consider a program P in C, a goal G0 and a SLD-derivation D of
P [fG0g via SR, with
D=G0) C1 ; 1G1) : : : Gk−1) Ck ; kGk) : : :
Let us recall [9] that for the SLD-derivation D a variant D0 exists, with:
D0=G0) C1 ; 01G01) : : : G0k−1) Ck ; 0kG0k) : : :
such that:
8n; var(G001 : : : 0n) var(G0);
where var(G001 : : : 
0
n) and var(G0) denote the set of variables in G0
0
1 : : : 
0
n and G0,
respectively. As a consequence, since the program is function free and the set var(G0)
is nite, there is an index Nmax such that
8n>Nmax; G001 : : : 0n=G001 : : : 0Nmax : (1)
Let us consider the innite sequence  n obtained from G0n+Nmax , by substituting variables
fx1; : : : ; xhg belonging to var(G0) with distinct constants fa1; : : : ; ahg contained neither
in G0 nor in P. The innite sequence  n is an SLD derivation of P [f 0g via SR,
then, by the hypothesis, it is pruned by SVGL=M . It follows that
9i; j;  : iL=M  j;
where  is a renaming for  i. As a consequence, by substituting the constants fa1; : : : ;
ahg with the corresponding variables in fx1; : : : ; xhg, it follows that  is a renaming for
Gi+Nmax such that
G0i+Nmax L=M G0j+Nmax :
Since  does not rename variables in the instanced goal G01 : : : i+Nmax and, by (1), it
holds that G001 : : : 
0
i+Nmax=G0
0
1 : : : 
0
j+Nmax , it follows that D
0 is pruned by SVRL=M .
Because, by denition, any loop check is closed under variants, also D is pruned by
SVRL=M .
4. Well-quasi-ordered sets
In the sequel, the general Nash-Williams theorem on well-quasi-ordering of trans-
nite sequences of elements of a well-quasi-ordered set [28] will be extensively ex-
ploited to prove the main results of the paper. Indeed, we use a particular case of
this theorem, rst found by Higman [22] for nite sequences of elements (i.e. trans-
nite sequences of type less than !). This section summarizes some denitions and
results about well-quasi-ordered sets. A quasi-ordered set (Q;6) is a set on which a
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reexive and transitive relation 6 is dened. In this case, the relation 6 is called a
quasi-ordering (qo) in Q.
Denition 4.1. A well-quasi-ordered set is a qo set (Q;6) such that for every innite
sequence q1; q2; : : : of elements of Q there exist two positive integers i; j such that i<j
and qi6qj. The relation 6 is called a well-quasi-ordering (wqo) in Q.
Denition 4.2. Given two nite sequences
aS = ha1; a2; : : : ; aki; bS = hb1; b2; : : : ; bhi
of elements of a qo set (Q;6), we write that aS6S bS i:
9 one-to-one order preserving mapping of [1::k] into [1::h] such that
8i with 16i6k; ai6b(i):
Theorem 4.1 (Nash-Williams [28]). Let Q be a set. The relation 6S well-quasi-
orders the set of nite sequences of elements of Q if 6 well-quasi-orders Q.
It is easy to verify that the following properties hold:
Property 4.1 Both relations vL and vM are qo’s on the set of goals.
Property 4.2 Let S be a nite set of atoms. Then the relation 6 in Denition 2.4
well-quasi-orders the set = f[A; n] jA2 S; 16ng.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the relation 6 in Denition 2.4 is a qo over the set .
In order to prove that it is a wqo, we recall that 6 is a wqo in the set of the positive
integers. Let us consider an innite sequence L= [A1; n1]; [A2; n2]; : : : of elements in .
Since S is nite, at least one element A0 2 S occurs in an innite number of couples
in L. By the wqo of the positive integers, in the innite sequence of integers contained
in such couples there are two elements ni6nj, with i<j. Then, for the corresponding
couples it is [A0; ni]6[A0; nj], with i<j, so that  is well-quasi-ordered.
5. Loop checking by well-quasi-ordering of goals
The basic features of the method for loop-checking through wqo of goals are outlined
in this section. The initial observation is that, in general, a loop checking criterion
induces a qo relation on sets of goals or resultants. For example, in the case of SVGL=M ,
the subsumption criterion vL=M can be seen, in a natural way, as a qo relation on
goals (cf. Property 4.1).
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The logical connection between wqo and the capability of pruning SLD derivations is
easily understood on the basis of already given denitions. For example, in the case of
SVGL=M , we may state the following Theorem 5.1, which is an immediate consequence
of Denitions 4.1, 2.7, and 3.6.
Theorem 5.1. If vL=M is a wqo on the set of resolvents of an innite SLD derivation
D; then D is pruned by SVGL=M .
The methodological interpretation of Theorem 5.1 is apparent. Suppose a condition
is known on sets of goals, that is sucient for the qo induced by a given loop check
criterion to be actually a wqo. Then, given a class C of logic programs, the complete-
ness of the loop check for C can be reduced to the verication that, for every goal G
and program P in C, each SLD-derivation of P [fGg gives rise to a set of resolvents
satisfying the wqo sucient condition.
Analogously, pruning capabilities for SVRL=M are guaranteed as often as wqo prop-
erties hold for the qo relation on resultants that is expressed by (i) and (ii) in
Denition 3.7. However, as a consequence of Theorem 3.1, results concerning the
pruning capability of subsumption checks based on goals can be extended to sub-
sumption checks based on resultants, if function-free logic programs are considered.
Thus, as we will see in the sequel of the paper, it is sucient to restrict our at-
tention to wqo’s on sets of resolvents without explicitly considering wqo’s on
resultants.
In general, given a set of goals S, the qo vL=M is not a wqo on S. In Sections 7
and 8 we show that some properties of sets of goals can be stated, which are su-
cient conditions to ensure wqo nature for loop-check subsumption criteria and hence
completeness for the corresponding loop checks. Suitable sucient conditions implying
wqo on a set of goals are suggested by the observation that growing chains of atoms
sharing common variables in resolvents frequently forbid pruning of innite derivations
by subsumption loop checks. As an example, let us consider the following derivation,
which is generated by the program P= fA(x) A(y); S(y; x)g [9]:
 A(x0); B(x0)
+
 A(x1); S(x1; x0); B(x0)
+
 A(x2); S(x2; x1); S(x1; x0); B(x0)
+
 A(x3); S(x3; x2); S(x2; x1); S(x1; x0); B(x0)
+
::::::::::::::::::
Thus, given a goal G, a classication of the variables as multiple atom variable
(mav) and dierent atom variable (dav) is introduced below, on the basis of how they
appear in the atoms of G. In particular, three kinds of variables are considered:
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Denition 5.1. Given a goal G and a variable x:
(i) x is single-atom-variable (sav) in G, if x occurs in one and only one atom of G,
(ii) x is multiple atom variable (mav) in G if it occurs in at least two atoms of G
(i.e. x is not sav),
(iii) x is dierent atom variable (dav) in G if it occurs in at least two dierent atoms
of G.
As an example, in the goal G= hA(x4); B(x1; x2); B(x2; x3); B(x2; x3); A(x4)i the vari-
able x1 is sav, x2 is both mav and dav, x3 and x4 are mav but not dav.
In the next sections, we prove that suitable limitations on the number of such kinds
of variables in the resolvents of a derivation D are sucient conditions to ensure
that vL=M is a wqo on this set of resolvents. In particular, in Section 7 it will be
proved that the vL=M relation is a wqo on a set S of goals, if the mav=dav number
in the goals of S is limited. However, as shown in Section 8, the above mentioned
limitation of the number of dav’s in the whole goal can be weakened. Specically, a
suitable partition of the atoms in a goal is dened below, each part of which is named
section. Then, we prove that limiting the number of dav’s with respect to sections,
instead of whole goals, is also a sucient condition ensuring the wqo property for
vM .
As stated formally in Denition 5.2, a section of a goal G is a sub-list of G which
does not share variables with the rest of G and does not include any proper sub-list with
the same property. The set of sections constitute a partition of G, which correspond to
the nest partition in sub-lists without any common variables.
Denition 5.2 (sections). A sublist H of G is a section of G if
 var(H)\ var(G − H)= ;,
 8K 6=H with K L H; (var(K)\ var(H − K)) 6= ;,
where var(G) denotes the set of variables occurring in G and ; the empty set.
The notion of section can be compared with the one of chain, as introduced in
[10]. Given a goal G, a chain in G is a subset of var(G), and the set of chains
constitutes a partition of var(G). From Denition 3.2 in [10] and Denition 5.2 above,
the correspondence between sections and chains is easily understood. Indeed, if H is a
section then var(H) is a chain. Conversely, if a subset V of variables is a chain then
the set of atoms fA j var(A)Vg is a section.
Finally, as a consequence of the results of Sections 7 and 8, the main result of
the paper is stated in Section 9, where we prove the following two facts concerning
subsumption loop checks based on resultants:
(a) if the number of mav’s is limited on the set of resolvents of an innite SLD
derivation D, then SVRL prunes D,
(b) if the number of dav’s is limited on the set of sections of the resolvents of an
innite SLD derivation D, then SVRM prunes D.
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6. Patterns
A technical tool, that allows us to give a convenient organization to several proofs
of wqo results, is introduced in this section. It is named pattern and can be seen as
a suitable normal form for -goals. In order to make possible some simplications in
the proofs of pattern properties, a slightly modied version of the renaming denition
[1, 24] is also introduced, which will be named f-renaming.
Conceptually, a renaming is an univocal changing of variable names in a goal or a
clause, through the application of one-to-one mapping between sets of variables. For
the major part of cases in Logic Programming, it is technically convenient to treat
renamings and substitutions in an uniform way. Indeed, several formal denitions of
renaming are given in literature, as a particular case of substitution [1, 24]. However,
in the context of our discussions, no problem arises if renamings are viewed as usual
one-to-one mappings between sets of variables ( f-renamings in the following). On
the other hand, as an advantadge, the composition of f-renamings can be handled as
function composition, that is simpler than substitution composition. This fact makes
possible sensible simplications in the proofs of properties of patterns.
Denition 6.1. A f-renaming is a one-to-one mapping between two sets of variables.
Denition 6.2. Given a -goal G and a f-renaming , we say that  is a f-renaming
for G i
dom()= var(G);
where dom() denote the domain of .
For our purposes, the evident analogy between renamings and f-renamings can be
characterized through the following Property 6.1. The property holds for both the def-
initions of renaming which are given in [1, 24]. The proof easily follows from the
denitions. It is worth noticing that a f-renaming also allows pairs of substitutions like
x=x, with x2 var(G).
Property 6.1. Consider two -goals G and F. Then, the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) 9  f-renaming: GL=M F;
(ii) 9  renaming: GL=M F.
In the sequel of this section, the ideas of mav and dav will be used also for variables
in -goals. As a matter of fact, the Denition 5.1 could be repeated, exactly as it stands,
for -goals, too. However, it is worth noticing that, for any goal G, the number of
mav (but not dav) in the associated -goal GM is zero. Indeed, any variable which
is mav (but not dav) in a goal G becomes sav in GM . For example, given a goal
G= hp(x); r(y); p(x); s(y)i, we have GM = h[p(x); 2]; [r(y); 1]; [s(y); 1]i, so that x is
mav in G and sav in GM .
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Now we can give the denition of pattern. Roughly speaking, the pattern associated
to a -goal is obtained by means of standard f-renamings of variables occurring in
the goal itself. Indeed, let us consider two a priori xed innite sequences of distinct
variable symbols:
s1; s2; : : : ; sj; : : :
r1; r2; : : : ; rj; : : :
Both sj and rj, j>0, are fresh variable symbols, in the sense that they do not occur
in any -goal of the set which we are interested in.
Denition 6.3 (pattern). Given a -goal G= h[A1; n1]; : : : ; [At; nt]i let:
 w1; w2; : : : ; wk the mav variables of G, listed in some arbitrary order (e.g. the al-
phabetic one),
 vi1; vi2; : : : ; vihi the sav variables contained in the atom Ai, 16i6t, listed in some
arbitrary order (e.g. the alphabetic one).
We call pattern of G the -goal P(G)=G(+ 1 + 2 +   + t), where
  is the f-renaming fw1=s1; w2=s2; : : : ; wk=skg,
 i is the f-renaming fvi1=r1; vi2=r2; : : : ; vihi =rhig, 16i6t.
In the above denition, +  simply denotes the union of two f-renamings  and 
with disjointed domains. Let us note that the union of f-renamings is not necessarily an
f-renaming, since the ranges of functions may be not-disjointed. On the other hand, the
symbol  denote the usual functional composition. The Example 6.1 shows a -goal
with its associated pattern.
Example 6.1.
G = h[q(z); 3]; [p(z; x); 1]; [p(z; x); 4]; [p(z; y); 5]; [p(z; t); 2];
[h(z; w; w); 1]; [h(z; v; v); 2]; [h(z; u; s); 1]i;
= fx=s1; z=s2g;
1 = f g; 2 = f g; 3 = f g; 4 = fy=r1g; 5 = ft=r1g;
6 = fw=r1g; 7 = fv=r1g; 8 = fs=r1; u=r2g;
P(G) = h[q(s2); 3]; [p(s2; s1); 1]; [p(s2; s1); 4]; [p(s2; r1); 5]; [p(s2; r1); 2];
[h(s2; r1; r1); 1]; [h(s2; r1; r1); 2]; [h(s2; r2; r1); 1]i:
The following result states the main property of patterns, which reduces the proof of
vL relation between two -goals to the proof of L relation between the corresponding
patterns.
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Lemma 6.1. Let G and F two -goals; then
P(G)L P(F) ) GvL F:
Proof. Let k and h denote the number of atoms in G and F respectively, and , i,
16i6k, , i, 16i6h, the f-renaming such that
P(G)=G(+ 1 + 2 +   + k)
and
P(F)=F(+ 1 + 2 +   + h):
By denition of pattern, the f-renamings +i, 16i6k, + i, 16i6h, are such that
G[i](+ i)=P(G)[i]; 16i6k;
P(F)[i](
−1 + i−1)=F[i]; 16i6h:
By hypothesis it is:
P(G)[i]6P(F)[(i)]; 16i6k;
where  is a one-to-one order preserving mapping of [1::k] into [1::h]. Then, it follows
that
G[i](+ i)(−1 + −1(i)) = P(G)[i](
−1 + −1(i))
6 P(F)[(i)](
−1 + −1(i))=F[(i)]; 16i6k:
By denition of pattern, it results that:
dom(−1)\ range(i)= ;;
dom(−1(i))\ range()= ;:
As a consequence, the following relations hold:
G[i](+ i)(−1 + −1(i))=G[i](
−1 + i−1(i)); 16i6k:
Since all variables in dom(j−1( j)) are sav in G[j]; 16j6k, it follows that
dom(j−1( j))\ var(G[i])= ;; for j 6= i:
Then it is
G[i](−1 + 1−1(1) +   + k−1(k))
=G[i](−1 + i−1(i))
=G[i](+ i)(−1 + −1(i))6F[(i)]; 16i6k:
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The domains, as well as the ranges, of the k+1 functions −1, 1−1(1); : : : ; k
−1
(k) are
all disjointed. Then the following function  can be considered:
=(−1 + 1−1(1) +   + k−1(k));
which is easily checked to be a f-renaming for G, because dom()= var(G). As a
consequence, we have GL F. By Property 6.1 and Denition 2.7, the thesis is
proved.
Actually, the property which will be crucially exploited in the sequel is stated in the
following Lemma 6.2, which is in essence a consequence of Lemma 6.1. The lemma
refers to -goals GL and GM , as they are introduced in Denition 2.8.
Lemma 6.2. Let G and F two goals; then: P(GL=M )L P(FL=M ))GvL=M F .
Proof. The statement P(GL)L P(FL))GvL F trivially holds. On the other hand, also
the implication P(GM )L P(FM ))GvM F can be easily proved. In fact, by Lemma
6.1 it follows that
P(GM )L P(FM ) ) GM vL FM :
But, by denition:
GM vL FM , (9 renaming: GML FM );
and by Property 2.1:
(9 renaming: GML FM ) ) (9 renaming: GM F):
Finally, we complete the proof recalling that, by denition:
(9 renaming: GM F) , GvM F:
7. Limiting the number of mav=dav’s in goals
Let us now introduce a rst property, which will be named mav=dav limitation.
Roughly speaking, a set S of goals is mav=dav-bounded if the number of multiple=di-
erent atom variables occurring in the goals of the set is limited. In this section we
show that if a given set of goals is mav=dav-bounded, then vL=M is a wqo on the
set of goals. The following is the formal denition of mav=dav limitation. It is worth
noticing that in a mav=dav-bounded set of goals, no limit on goal lengths is imposed.
Denition 7.1. A set Sg of goals is mav=dav-bounded if
9Max 8G 2 Sg; cardinality of fx jx is mav=dav in Gg6Max:
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Lemma 7.1. Let Sg be a set of function-free goals. If Sg is mav=dav-bounded; then
the set of dierent atoms; contained in the set of patterns fP(GL=M ) j G 2 Sgg drawn
from the goals of Sg; is nite.
Proof. If Sg is dav-bounded, the number of mav’s in GM is limited since, by denition
of GM , any mav in GM is dav, too. On the other hand, if Sg is mav-bounded, the
number of mav’s in GL is obviously limited by denition of GL. In synthesis: if Sg
is mav=dav-bounded, then the set fGL=M jG 2 Sgg is mav-bounded. Now, given a goal
G 2 Sg, let s1; : : : ; sh be the mav variables and r1; : : : ; rk the sav variables in P(GL=M ),
in agreement with the denition of pattern. We have that
(i) h is equal to the number of mav variables of GL=M ,
(ii) k is at most equal to the maximum arity of a predicate in GL=M .
Because fGL=M jG 2 Sgg is mav-bounded and the maximum arity of predicates is
nite, the number of variables in the set of patterns fP(GL=M ) jG 2 Sgg is limited.
Recalling that the number of predicate symbols and constants is nite, the thesis is
proved.
We can now state the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. If a set Sg of function-free goals is mav=dav-bounded; then Sg is well-
quasi-ordered by the qo relation vL=M .
Proof. Let us consider the set Sg of mav=dav-bounded goals, and let Sa be the set of
atoms contained in the set of patterns fP(GL=M ) jG 2 Sgg. By Lemma 7.1, Sa is a nite
set. As a consequence, by Property 4.2, the set of couples of the type [A; n], with A2 Sa
and n positive integer, is well-quasi-ordered by the relation 6, as given in Denition
2.4. Now, by denition, fP(GL=M ) jG 2 Sgg is a set of nite sequences of couples of
the type [A; n]. Then, by Theorem 4.1 (Nash-Williams), the set of fP(GL=M ) jG 2 Sgg
is well-quasi-ordered by the relation 6S , as given in Denition 4.2, which is ob-
viously equivalent to the relation L of Denition 2.5. To conclude the proof, let
G1; G2; : : : be an innite sequence of goals in Sg, and consider the corresponding
sequence of patterns P(G1L=M ); P(G
2
L=M ); : : : Since the relation L well-quasi-orders the
set of -goals fP(GL=M ) jG 2 Sgg, two dierent positive integers i6j exist such that
P(GiL=M )L P(GjL=M ). By Lemma 6.2, we have that GivL=M G j.
8. Limiting the number of dav’s in goal sections
Let us introduce a weakened way of limiting the number of dav’s, so that dav
number are limited at the level of goal sections instead of whole goals. It will be
named weak dav-limitation, shortened as wdav-limitation in the sequel. This is a less
restrictive imposition, since by Denition 5.2, the set of sections of a goal G gives a
decomposition of G in sub-lists, which are normally smaller than the whole goal. It is
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worth noticing that weak dav-limitation does not bound the number of dav’s, as well
as mav’s and sav’s, in a goal.
Denition 8.1. A set Sg of goals is weakly dav-bounded (denoted as wdav-bounded
in the sequel) if the number of dav’s, contained in the sections of the goals in Sg, is
limited. In other words, a set Sg is weakly dav-bounded if the set Ss= fH j9G 2 Sg: H
is a section of Gg is dav-bounded.
Now, we generalize the result already stated about dav’s in Theorem 7.1. Indeed, the
following Theorem 8.1 states that the relation vM is a wqo also when the limitation
for dav number is weakened to hold at goal section level.
Theorem 8.1. If a set Sg of function-free goals is wdav-bounded; then Sg is well-
quasi-ordered by the relation vM .
Proof. Let G1; G2 : : : be an innite sequence of goals in Sg. For every n, let us consider
the goal G0n, where the atoms of Gn are reorganized by sections. Precisely, let
G0n=Z
n
1 ; Z
n
2 ; : : : ; Z
n
kn ;
where Znh is the hth section of Gn. By hypothesis, the set Ss= fH j 9G 2 Sg: H is
a section of Gg is dav-bounded, so that by Theorem 7.1 the relation vM well-quasi-
orders the set Ss. Since each G0n is a nite sequence of elements of Ss, by Theorem 4.1
(Nash-Williams) two dierent positive integers i6j exist such that
9 one-to-one order preserving mapping of [1::ki] into [1::kj] such that
8h with 16h6ki; ZihvM Zj(h);
that is by Denition 2.7:
8h with 16h6ki; 9h renaming: ZihhM Zi(h):
Since dierent sections have no common variables, we have that
8h with 16h6ki; Zih(1 + 2 +   + ki)M Zj(h);
which means G0i vM G0j. But G0i and G0j; are permutations of Gi and Gj; respectively,
so that the thesis is proved.
9. mav and wdav bounded logic programs
By denition of well-quasi-ordering, if the mav=wdav-limitation holds on the set of
resolvents of an innite SLD derivation then the pruning capability of SVGL=M loop
check follows as an evident consequence of Theorem 7.1=8.1. However, a stronger re-
sult can also be stated. Indeed, the following Theorem 9.1 shows that if the mav=wdav-
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limitation is imposed on the set of resolvents of each possible SLD derivation pro-
duced by a class C of logic programs, then SVRL=M loop check is complete for the
class C.
Denition 9.1. A class C of function-free logic programs is mav=wdav-bounded w.r.t.
a selection rule SR if for every program P 2C, goal G0, and SLD-derivation D of
P [fG0g via SR the set of resolvents in D is mav=wdav-bounded.
Theorem 9.1. Given a class C of function-free logic programs; which is mav=wdav-
bounded w.r.t. a selection rule SR; the subsumption loop check SVRL=M is complete
w.r.t. SR for C.
Proof. By Denition 9.1, Theorem 7.1=8.1, and Theorem 5.1, SVGL=M is complete
w.r.t. SR for C. Then, the thesis follows by Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 9.1 oers a possible key to understand the dierent behaviour of list based
subsumption loop checks with respect to the ones based on multiset. Indeed, in agree-
ment with Theorem 9.1:
 the weak dav-limitation (i.e. dav-limitation at goal section level) is a sucient
condition for the completeness of multiset-based loop checks,
 in order to guarantee the completeness of list based loop checks; the stronger
condition of mav-limitation for whole goals must be required.
On the other hand, a non-trivial dierence between list and multiset based loop checks
does exist, as it is proved in [9], by means of the following example.
Example 9.1. Let P= fA(x) A(y); S(x); T (y)g and G0 =  A(x0); B(x0). The fol-
lowing SLD derivation of P [fG0g via the leftmost selection rule is pruned by SVRM
at the third resolvent. On the contrary, it is easy to check that the same derivation is
not pruned by any subsumption check based on list inclusion:
 A(x0); B(x0)
+
 A(x1); S(x0); T (x1); B(x0)
+
 A(x2); S(x1); T (x2); S(x0); T (x1); B(x0)
+
 A(x3); S(x2); T (x3); S(x1); T (x2); S(x0); T (x1); B(x0)
+
::::::::::::::::::
The behaviours of the dierent subsumption loop checks are consistent with our
results. Indeed, the derivation is wdav-bounded, since in any section there are always
only two atoms. However, it is not mav-bounded, since the number of dierent sections
that can be generated is not limited.
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It is interesting to note that, in the light of the possible ways of limiting the number
of mav’s and dav’s, the comparison between list and multiset based loop checks can
be further rened. As a matter of fact, starting from mav number limitation at whole
goal level (i.e. mav-limitation) we can can reach the weaker dav number limitation
at goal section level (i.e. wdav-limitation) through two possible dierent intermediate
conditions:
 dav-limitation, as already introduced in Denition 7.1,
 weak mav-limitation, i.e. a limitation of mav’s at goal section level, in analogy with
Denition 8.1 for dav’s.
It is easy to show that SVRL is not complete in any of the two above cases. In other
words, both the weakenings of mav-limitation cause the lost of completeness for list
based loop checks. The fact is proved by the following example, which is obtained
from Example 9.1 with a suitable modication. It is worth noticing that the program
in the example produces an innite sequences of resolvents, which veries both dav-
limitation for whole goals and mav-limitation at section level. Nevertheless, SVRL is
not able to prune the derivation.
Example 9.2. Let P= fA(x) A(y); T (x); T (y)g and G0 =  A(x0); A(x0). The fol-
lowing SLD derivation of P [fG0g via the leftmost selection rule is pruned by SVRM
at the third resolvent, but it is not pruned by any subsumption check based on list
inclusion.
 A(x0); A(x0)
+
 A(x1); T (x0); T (x1); A(x0)
+
 A(x2); T (x1); T (x2); T (x0); T (x1); A(x0)
+
 A(x3); T (x2); T (x3); T (x1); T (x2); T (x0); T (x1); A(x0)
+
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
In particular, it is the growing number of mav (non-dav) variables, i.e. mav occurring
only in equal atoms, that forbids pruning by list based subsumption.
10. Classes of mav and wdav bounded logic programs
Several classes of function-free logic programs are identied in literature, for which
subsumption loop checks are complete. The completeness of list based loop checks is
shown in [9] for three classes of function free logic programs. Precisely:
 SVRL is complete for no variable introducing (nvi) programs,
 SVRL is complete for single variable occurrence (svo) programs,
 EVR is complete for restricted programs w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule.
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Moreover, in [18, 19] the completeness of EVR is analysed in combination with RSLD
resolution, which is a form of resolution where elimination of redundant atoms is
performed. In the frame of RSLD, loop checks like EVR turn out to be complete for
two other classes of logic programs, which extend nvi and svo (called envi and esvo,
respectively).
As shown in this section, it is easy to verify that restricted, nvi and svo programs are
mav bounded, while envi and esvo classes are wdav bounded. Then, the idea of gener-
alizing completeness result through nr-extension of classes of program [10] is discussed
in combination with mav=wdav limitation property. Finally the possible extension of
our results to suitable classes of programs with function symbols is considered.
10.1. nvi, svo, envi and esvo programs
A clause C is no variable introducing (in short nvi) if every variable that appears
in the body of C also appears in the head of C. A program P is nvi if every clause in
P is nvi. It is evident that the number of variables in the goals of any SLD derivation,
obtained by an nvi program, does not increase. Then, the mav limitation property for
this class of logic programs trivially holds.
A clause C has the single variable occurrence (in short svo) property if in the body
of C no variable occurs more than once. A program P is svo if every clause in P
is svo. As proved in Lemma 5.19 of [9], given a function free svo program P and
a derivation G0)G1)G2    )Gi) : : : ; any variable occurring more than once in
Gi is a variable occurring also in G0. The mav limitation property for svo programs is
evident.
In order to analyse envi and esvo classes with respect to wdav limitation, we give
the following simple Property 10.1 for sections of resolvents of a SLD derivation, the
proof of which is omitted. Indeed, Property 10.1 is analogous to Lemma 3.3 in [10].
Essentially it states that dierent sections cannot merge during an SLD derivation step.
Proposition 10.1. Given a SLD derivation step Gi)C Gi+1; if two atoms A1 and A2
are not in the same section of Gi and none is rewritten; A1 and A2 are in dierent
sections also in Gi+1.
A clause C has the extended non variable introducing (envi) property [18] if each
atom in the body of C either contains only variables from the head of C or contains
only fresh variables, i.e. variables which occur in the body of C and not in the head.
A program P is envi if every clause in P is envi. The wdav-limitation property can be
easily shown for function free envi programs. By denition of envi, atoms introducing
fresh variables from the body of C are allocated in sections of Gi+1 containing only
fresh variables. Since sections already present in Gi cannot merge in Gi+1 (Property
10.1), no increasing of the number of variables is possible in sections of the resol-
vent. Particular cases of envi programs are monadic and Ackermann classes of logic
programs In monadic programs only predicate symbols with arity 1 are allowed. For
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Ackermann function-free programs, at most one variable can be present in any clause
[23, 18]. Note that Example 9.1, which provides a case of completeness of SVRM and
not of SVRL, is a monadic program.
Generalizing the denition given in [19], we say that a clause C has the extended
single variable occurrence property (esvo) if, for each mav x in the body of C, any
other variable which appears in an atom with x is a fresh variable. Note that this
denition is equivalent to say that: in the body of C, each mav x appears in a section
where all variables, dierent from x, are fresh variables. A program P is esvo if every
clause is esvo. Now let us show that the esvo class is mav-bounded at goal section level,
and then wdav-bounded. To this end, we consider neo-mav’s in Gi+1, i.e. variables for
which both the following conditions hold:
(i) they are not unied with any mav in Gi, in the derivation step Gi)Gi+1,
(ii) they are mav’s in Gi+1.
Let us consider a neo-mav x. Since all variables of Gi possibly unied with x are sav,
they are contained only in the atom which is rewritten (and then disappears) during
the derivation step Gi)Gi+1. Thus, all the occurrences of x in Gi+1 are positioned in
atoms coming from the body of C. This implies that x is mav also in the body of C.
By denition of esvo, the section of x in the body of C contains only fresh variables
(possibly apart from x). As a consequence, the section of x in Gi+1 is composed only
by atoms from the body of C. In other words, if an atom from C is incorporated
in a section already present in Gi, it cannot contain neo-mav’s. Since sections already
present in Gi cannot merge in Gi+1 (Property 10.1) no increase of the number of mav’s
is possible in sections of resolvents.
10.2. Restricted programs
In a restricted program [9], at most one recursive call per clause is allowed after all
other atoms in the body of the clause have been completely resolved. In particular, if
the leftmost selection rule is adopted, this behaviour is obtained by allowing recursion
only through the rightmost atom in the clause. The idea can be formalized as follows
[9]:
Denition 10.1 (Dependency graph). The dependency graph Dp of a program P is a
directed graph whose nodes are the predicates symbols appearing in P and (p; q)2Dp
if there is a clause in P using p in its head and q in its body. The predicate p depend
on q in P, if (p; q) belongs to the reexive transitive clousure of Dp.
Denition 10.2. Given an atom A, rel(A) denote its predicate symbol. Let P be a
program. A clause H A1; : : : ; An(n>0) of P is restricted w.r.t. P if rel(Ai) does not
depend on rel(H), 16i6n. A program is called restricted if every clause in P is
restricted w.r.t. P.
As shown in Corollary 4.14 of [9], for any restricted program and SLD derivation
G0)G1)G2 : : : )Gi) : : : via the leftmost selection rule, the number of atoms in the
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goals Gi; i>0, is bounded by a xed value depending on G0. Then, it is trivially true
that the mav-limitation property holds for restricted programs, w.r.t. leftmost selection
rule. A particular case of restricted programs is the Maslov class, where each rule can
contain at most one literal in the body [19, 23].
10.3. Generalizing completeness results
In [10] Bol shows a result that is called Generalization Theorem. This theorem
provides a method to extend (under suitable conditions) a class of programs for
which a given loop check is complete to a larger class, for which the loop check
is still complete. We conclude this section with the reformulation of the Generalization
Theorem, where the hypotesis of loop check completeness is replaced by the hypoth-
esis of mav=wdav limitation. Two denitions from [10] must be recalled before the
theorem can be stated.
Denition 10.3. A property of clauses Pr is closed under instantiation if for every
clause C that satises Pr and for every substitution , C satises Pr.
Denition 10.4 (nr-extension). Let P be a logic program. A clause C =(H NR; R)
is nr-extended Pr w.r.t. P if the clause H R satises Pr and, for every atom A in
NR, real(A) does not depend on rel(H) in P. A program is nr-extended Pr if every
clause in P is nr-extended Pr w.r.t. P.
The following Theorem 10.1 can be stated as an evident consequence of our Theorem
9.1 and Bol Generalization Theorem. In alternative to Bol Generalization Theorem, the
statement below oers a method that allows us to nd new classes of programs, for
which SVRL=M is complete, as nr-extension of smaller mav=wdav bounded classes. The
method will be helpfully exploited whenever the proof of mav=wdav limitations is easier
than the direct proof of loop check completeness. Theorem 10.1 is immediately proven,
since both SVRL and SVRM verify the hypotheses of Bol Generalization Theorem.
Theorem 10.1. Let Pr be a property of clauses; such that Pr programs are mav/wdav
bounded; and let Pr be closed under instantiation. Then SVRL=M is complete; w.r.t.
the leftmost selection rule; for nr-extended Pr programs.
10.4. Term-depth bounded programs
In a function-free SLD-derivation the size of atoms is limited by the maximal arity
of predicates. On the basis of this atom size limitation, wqo properties for mav=wdav
bounded sets of goals are showed in the paper by combinatorial arguments. Thus, it can
be easily imagined that the results in this paper extend to other situations in which the
size of atoms remains limited, apart from the specic condition of absence of function
symbols.
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In this sense, we exploit the idea of bounded term-size property [9]. The size of a
term t is usually dened as the number of operands and function symbols in t. On the
other hand, it is well known that a term may be viewed as a nite ordered tree, the
leaves of which are labelled with variables or constants and the internal nodes with
function symbols [16]. Then, given a term t and an occurrence  in t of a variable x,
we can consider the usual notions of depth of the term t (denoted by depth(t)) and
level of  in t (denoted by level(; t)). In the sequel we will refer to limitations in
term-depth instead of term-size. Indeed, given a set of terms, it is evident that a bound
on depth values imply a bound on size values and vice versa.
The following denition characterizes the idea of logic programs which, for any
possible SLD derivation, produce a set of term-depth bounded resolvents.
Denition 10.5. A class C of logic programs is term-depth bounded w.r.t. a selection
rule SR, if for every program P 2C, goal G0, and SLD-derivation D of P [fG0g via
SR, the depth of terms is limited over the set of resultants in D.
As a matter of fact, after Denition 1 is given, our results could be reformulated
exploiting the \term-depth bounded" instead of \function-free" hypothesis. This happens
in particular for Theorem 9.1, which can be restated as follows. Only technical details
of proofs would need some adjustments.
Theorem 10.2. Given a class C of logic programs which are term-depth bounded and
mav=wdav-bounded w.r.t. a selection rule SR; the subsumption loop check SVRL=M is
complete w.r.t. SR for C.
As a simple and indicative class of term-depth bounded programs, we consider the
following straightforward extension of the function-free class.
Denition 10.6 (uniform variable occurrence level). An atom=goal=clause A has the
uniform variable occurrence level property (uvol) if, for each variable x, all the occur-
rences of x in the terms of A are found at the same level, which is named level of x
in A and denoted by level(x; A). A program P is uvol if every clause of P is uvol.
The following clause:
C =p(g(g(z)); f(v; g(z)); x) q(x; h(y); f(g(z); y)); r(h(g(z)); r(v))
is an example of uvol clause, where: level(x; C)= 0, level(y; C)= level(v; C)= 1,
level(z; C)= 2. A function-free program is trivially uvol, since all variables occur at
a level which is zero. The following property, whose proof is omitted, states that the
class of uvol programs is term-depth bounded, with respect to uvol goals.
Proposition 10.2. Given an uvol program P; an uvol goal G0 and a SLD derivation
of P [fG0g, every resultant contains only terms whose depth is less or equal to the
maximum depth over the terms in P [fG0g.
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11. Conclusions
A theoretical frame is provided in the paper in order to prove completeness of
loop-check mechanisms w.r.t. classes of Logic Programs. Classical mathematical re-
sults about well-quasi-ordered sets are essentially exploited. The idea is to verify that
sequences of resolvents, from SLD derivations, are well-quasi-ordered w.r.t. the loop-
check comparison criterion, which is adopted in order to detect suitable similarities
between resolvents. If all SLD derivations produce sequences of resolvents which are
well quasi ordered w.r.t. the loop-check comparison criterion, the loop-check is com-
plete. In the paper the method is applied to loop-checks based on list and multiset
subsumption criteria.
The principal results of the paper hold independently of the adopted selection rule in
SLD derivations. The main results are shown on the basis of structural hypothesis on the
sequence of resolvents produced in derivations. The proofs are based on combinatorial
arguments, which assure the well quasi ordering of sets of resolvents. The approach
can be considered as a counterpart of termination proof techniques for classes of Logic
Programs, based on well-founded ordering of resolvents.
As shown in the paper, many well known classes of Logic Programs, for which
complete loop check procedures exist, are easily framed in the well quasi ordering
approach. Moreover, a simple key to understand dierent behaviours of list based and
multiset based subsumption loop-checks easily arises. Indeed, evidence is given of dif-
ferent structural hypotheses on sets of resolvents, in order to guarantee the completeness
of list based and multiset based subsumption loop-checks, respectively.
The well quasi ordering approach is applied to function free programs, but its in-
trinsic combinatorial nature suggests the application also to classes of programs with
function symbols that, in the derivation process, give rise to terms of bounded size.
A simple class of term-size bounded programs is nally presented in the paper.
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